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Welcome! Schedule at a Glance
We are pleased to welcome you to the inaugural Building a Land Ethic Conference! We hope you enjoy the program, the 
people and this special place.  

Some of you are veterans of the former Leopold Education Project (LEP) conference. In 2013, LEP formally became a part 
of the Aldo Leopold Foundation’s programming, and now, two years later with the generous support of Estella Leopold, 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Forest Service and other supporting sponsors, we are very excited to revisit and 
expand the boundaries of that gathering! 

Moving forward, we hope to convene the Building a Land Ethic conference on a biennial basis. The 2015 conference theme 
is Teaching and Learning Across Boundaries, and the program has been designed to maximize opportunities for all of you to 
learn both from and with one another. From the classroom to the bird blind and from our wilderness to our backyards, we 
look forward to creating a forum for us to share our diverse work to build a land ethic with thinking communities of all 
kinds, nationwide and around the world! We would also like to encourage you to share thoughts, insights, learnings, and 
images from the conference on social media throughout the next three days. Use the hashtag #LeopoldConference so that 
we can widen our “thinking community” and invite people to join us via the digital realm during our time together!

What makes a national conference so special is the dynamic interaction of those who attend.  Please make yourself at home 
and enjoy this year’s conference.  

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kobylecky
Aldo Leopold Foundation Director of Education 

Supporting Sponsors

International Crane Foundation 

Racine, Walworth, and Dane County  
Chapters of Pheasants Forever

Sprecher Brewing

Luann Sewell Waters

Organic Valley

Estella Leopold 

Thank you to our sponsors!

Thursday, August 13: The Land Ethic - Toward Common Ground

10:00-2:00 Registration Table Open  - R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

1:00-1:45 Conference Welcome featuring David Greendeer and Kim Blaeser - R.G. Brown Theatre 

1:45-2:30 Keynote Presentation: Drew Lanham - R.G. Brown Theatre 

2:30-2:45 Break - Snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

2:45-3:45 Small Group Discussions

3:45-4:00 Break - Snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

4:00-5:00 Toward Common Ground Panel Discussion featuring Nicole Jackson, Drew Lanham,  
  Cynthia Martinez, and Leslie Weldon - R.G. Brown Theatre 

5:30-9:00 Welcome Reception featuring A Standard of Change by Jim Pfitzer - Baraboo Arts Convention Center

Friday, August 14: Leopold’s Evolving Legacy

8:00-10:00 Registration Table Open  - R.G.Brown Theatre Lobby

 Group A Schedule 
 8:30-1:30 Field Trips to International Crane Foundation and Leopold Shack
 1:30-2:30 Lunch - Lange Center Cafeteria 
 2:30-3:00 Keynote Presentation: Estella Leopold - R.G. Brown Theatre 
 3:00-3:30 Estella Leopold book signing - snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby
 3:30-5:00 Leopold’s Evolving Legacy Panel Discussion featuring Susan Flader,  
   Curt Meine, Jed Meunier, and Stan Temple  - R.G. Brown Theatre 
 5:00  Buses depart for Leopold Center Evening Reception- UW-Baraboo Parking Lot 

 Group B Schedule 
 9:00-9:30 Keynote Presentation: Estella Leopold - R.G. Brown Theatre 
 9:30-10:00 Estella Leopold book signing - snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby
 10:00-11:30 Leopold’s Evolving Legacy Panel Discussion featuring Susan Flader,  
   Curt Meine, Jed Meunier, and Stan Temple  - R.G. Brown Theatre
 11:30-12:30 Lunch - Lange Center Cafeteria
 12:30-5:00 Field Trips to International Crane Foundation and Leopold Shack

5:30-8:30 Evening Reception at Leopold Center 

8:30  Buses return to UW-Baraboo Campus 

Saturday, August 15: Empowering Thinking Communities 

8:00-10:00 Registration Table Open  - Aural M. Umhoefer Main Entrance

8:30-11:15 Concurrent Session Presentations - Aural M. Umhoefer Building 

11:15-11:30 Break - Snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

11:30-1:00 Conference Closing - R.G. Brown Theatre 
  Closing reading featuring Max Garland
  Keynote Presentation: David Orr

Get Social!
 

Include the hashtag #LeopoldConference with 
your posts on social media and tag the Aldo Leopold 
Foundation’s pages to let us know what you think.

You can also like and follow our official pages to see 
photos, quotes, and other content from the conference 

that we’ll be sharing online this week and stay 
connected with us after you leave.

     @AldoLeopoldFoundation

    @AldoLeopoldFdn

     @leopoldfoundation 
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10:00-2:00 Registration Table Open - R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

1:00-1:45 Conference Welcome featuring Kimberly Blaeser (2015 Wisconsin Poet Laureate) and David Greendeer   
  (Ho-Chunk Nation) - R.G. Brown Theatre 

1:45-2:30 Keynote Presentation: Drew Lanham - R.G. Brown Theatre 

2:30-2:45 Break - Snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

2:45-3:45 Small Group Discussions
  See page 4 for detailed campus map

3:45-4:00 Break - Snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

4:00-5:00 Toward Common Ground Panel Discussion featuring Nicole Jackson, Drew Lanham,  
  Cynthia Martinez, and Leslie Weldon - R.G. Brown Theatre 

5:30-9:00 Welcome Reception featuring A Standard of Change by Jim Pfitzer - Baraboo Arts Convention Center

Drew Lanham is a nature-phile. He spends most of his time thinking about nature and trying 
in some way to make it matter to others. He has spent a large portion of his career trying to 
understand how humans impact birds and other wildlife. As a Black American he’s intrigued with 
how ethnicity - whether color or culture, bends perceptions of nature and how it should be cared 
for. Drew is a Distinguished Alumni Professor and Certified Wildlife Biologist in the School of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Environmental Sciences at Clemson University in South Carolina, and a 
member of the Aldo Leopold Foundation Board of Directors. An Audubon Together Green Fellow 
and part of the National Wildlife Federation Affiliate Leaders program, Drew is an avid birder and 
hunter and an advocate for all things wild in his home state and beyond. He is also a longtime fan 
of Aldo Leopold and writes about Leopold’s influence regularly in his blog, Wild and in Color.

Nicole Jackson is an environmental educator and urban naturalist. She served as a youth fellow with 
Toyota TogetherGreen’s pilot program and was a participant in the Natural Leaders Legacy Camp of 
the Children & Nature Network. Last year, Nicole was selected to be part of both the Outdoor Afro 
Leadership Team and EE Capacity’s Community Climate Change fellowship. Currently, Nicole is 
working on a community climate change action plan and is developing workshops for Columbus, OH 
that will help low-income/urban communities learn how climate change impacts local food systems.

Cynthia Martinez became Chief of the National Wildlife Refuge System in 2012. Martinez is an 18-
year U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service veteran and former manager at Desert National Wildlife Refuge 
Complex in Las Vegas, Nevada. Cynthia came to the Refuge System’s Washington Office in September 
2010 as chief of the Division of Visitor Services and Communications, where she led the process for 
developing the Refuge System’s Conserving the Future vision conference and document which will 
guide the management and growth of the Refuge System for the next decade. 

Leslie Weldon is Deputy Chief for the National Forest System with the USDA Forest Service. She is 
responsible for policy, oversight, and direction for the natural resource programs managing the 193 
million acres of National Forests and Grasslands. Leslie has participated on numerous national and 
international technical and policy review activities.  Her work has involved identifying shared goals and 
working closely with partners from academia, conservation, as well as environmental and community 
groups, local government, and natural resource related businesses.  

Thursday, August 13 The Land Ethic - Toward Common Ground 

From UW-Baraboo:
•	 Head south on Connie Road 

for 0.5 miles
•	 Turn left on Highway 33/ 

Linn Street
•	 Continue onto 8th Avenue
•	 Drive for 1.3 miles
•	 Turn right onto East Street
•	 Turn left onto Water Street
•	 Baraboo Arts will be on your 

left at 232 Water Street

See map for available parking. 

Welcome Reception at Baraboo Arts Convention Center 

Aldo Leopold - A Standard of Change is a one-man, one-act play written by and starring Jim 
Pfitzer, and directed by Trish Wileman. Set in one evening in and around the Shack, A Standard 
of Change explores the influences and challenges that led Aldo Leopold to pen some of the 
most important essays in A Sand County Almanac. Jim Pfitzer is best known for his nature-based 
personal tales ranging from too-close-for-comfort black bear encounters to the significance of sweet 
tea in southern society. His work has been called “avant-garde and old fashioned at the same time.” 
Jim has told stories and taught his craft nationwide at schools, coffeehouses, museums, parties, and 
festivals. Jim says he would rather paddle a canoe than drive a car and prefers watching birds to 
watching television.

Event Schedule: 

5:30    Cocktails and Conversation (cash bar)
6:15    Catered Dinner
7:15    Welcome and Door Prizes
7:30    Aldo Leopold - A Standard of Change
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Transportation: The Baraboo Arts Convention Center is less than a 10 minute drive from the UW-Baraboo Campus.  
Both lot and street parking are available nearby. Please carpool and follow the directions below. 



Curt Meine is a conservation biologist, environmental historian, and writer who serves as Senior 
Fellow with the Aldo Leopold Foundation and the Center for Humans and Nature, and as Associate 
Adjunct Professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Curt has written and edited several books, 
including the biography Aldo Leopold:  His Life and Work and Correction Lines:  Essays on Land, Leopold, 
and Conservation. He is also the on-screen guide for the documentary film Green Fire: Aldo Leopold and 
a Land Ethic for Our Time.

Jed Meunier is an ecologist and research scientist within the Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources. His work relates to the conservation and sustainable management of natural resources. 
Jed received his M.S. in the wildlife ecology department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, a 
department created by his great-grandfather Aldo Leopold. Jed has not lacked sources for inspiration; 
his mentors and role models include his grandmother, Nina Leopold Bradley, and her siblings. Jed is a 
currently a member of the Aldo Leopold Foundation Board of Directors. 

Stan Temple is the Beers-Bascom Professor Emeritus in Conservation in the Department of Forest and 
Wildlife Ecology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a Senior Fellow with the Aldo Leopold 
Foundation. For 32 years he held the academic position once occupied by Aldo Leopold. Stan has 
received conservation awards from the Society for Conservation Biology, The Wildlife Society, and 
the Wisconsin Society for Ornithology. Among other recognitions of his achievements, he is a Fellow 
of the American Ornithologists’ Union, Explorers Club, Wildlife Conservation Society, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science and the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters. 

8:00-10:00 Registration Table Open  - R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

  Group A Schedule 

   8:30-1:30 Field Trips to International Crane Foundation and Leopold Shack
     Meet buses in UW-Baraboo Parking Lot

   1:30-2:30 Lunch - Lange Center Cafeteria 

   2:30-3:00 Keynote Presentation: Estella Leopold - R.G. Brown Theatre 

   3:00-3:30 Estella Leopold book signing - snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

   3:30-5:00 Leopold’s Evolving Legacy Panel Discussion featuring Susan Flader,  
     Curt Meine, Jed Meunier, and Stan Temple - R.G. Brown Theatre 

   5:00  Buses depart for Leopold Center Evening Reception - UW-Baraboo Parking Lot 

  Group B Schedule 

   9:00-9:30 Keynote Presentation: Estella Leopold - R.G. Brown Theatre 

   9:30-10:00 Estella Leopold book signing - snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

   10:00-11:30 Leopold’s Evolving Legacy Panel Discussion featuring Susan Flader,  
     Curt Meine, Jed Meunier, and Stan Temple - R.G. Brown Theatre

   11:30-12:30 Lunch - Lange Center Cafeteria

   12:30-5:00 Field Trips to International Crane Foundation and Leopold Shack
     Meet buses in UW-Baraboo Parking Lot
     Buses will go directly to Leopold Center Evening Reception 

5:30-8:30 Leopold Center Evening Reception 

8:30  Buses return to UW-Baraboo Campus 

Estella Leopold recalls that as a teenager when she told her father that she wanted to study 
entomology, he bought her a botany book and a hand lens and gently pushed her toward the study 
of plants instead. An Emeritus Professor of Botany and past director of the Quaternary Research 
Center at the University of Washington, she has been teaching and conducting research for more 
than 60 years. Estella pioneered the use of fossilized pollen and spores to understand how plants 
and ecosystems respond over eons to such things as climate change. Her work at the Florissant 
Fossil Beds in Colorado directly led to their protection, an achievement which contributed to 
Estella’s receipt of the prestigious International Cosmos Prize in 2010. Estella is a Lifetime Director 
on the Board of the Aldo Leopold Foundation and is also a member of the National Academy of 
Sciences and the American Philosophical Society.

Susan Flader is professor emerita at the University of Missouri-Columbia where she taught courses in 
U.S. Western and environmental history, world environmental history, and the history of Missouri. 
Susan is a member of the Aldo Leopold Foundation Board of Directors and has written extensively 
about Aldo Leopold. In addition to numerous articles she has authored or edited six books, including 
Thinking Like a Mountain: Aldo Leopold and the Evolution of an Ecological Attitude Towards Deer, 
Wolves, and Forests. She is past president of the American Society for Environmental History and serves 
on many other environmental boards and committees.

Friday, August 14 Leopold’s Evolving Legacy

Evening reception info
ICF info? 

Leopold Memorial Site Dedication and Reception 
5:30 - 6:00    Arrive at Leopold Center    
6:00 - 6:30     Leopold Memorial Dedication with Estella Leopold 
6:30-8:30       Open House Reception

Guest Exhibitors (Home Range Hall)
Fresh Energy

Kim Blaeser (Current WI Poet Laureate)
Land for Learning Institute 

LEAF Forestry Education Program 
Max Garland (Former WI Poet Laureate)

Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin 
University of Wisconsin Press
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

WildEarth Guardians 
Wisconsin Friends of John Muir

Poster Presentations (Access Hallway)
Fostering the Land Ethic at the UW-Madison Arboretum 

(Marrion Farrior and Steve Laubach)

Advancing a Steady State Economy for Earth Health  
(Brian Czech, Jimmy Fox, and Julianne Warren)

From Weeds to Wildflowers on Gobbler Ridge
(Tim and Linda Eisele)7 8

Join us for a dedication program at the new Leopold 
Memorial Site, then enjoy refreshments and visit with 

other attendees as you explore historic photos and artifacts 
in the Exhibit Hall, go for a leisurely hike on our trails, 

visit displays by guest exhibitors and poster presentations 
by peers, and shop for mementos. The Leopold Center 
bookstore carries books by and about Aldo Leopold, 

Estella Leopold, Susan Flader, Curt Meine, and more.



8:00-10:00 Registration Table Open - Aural M. Umhoefer Main Entrance

8:30-11:15 Concurrent Session Presentations - Aural M. Umhoefer Building 
  See table below and following pages for session descriptions

11:15-11:30 Break - Snacks available in R.G. Brown Theatre Lobby

11:30-1:00 Conference Closing - R.G. Brown Theatre 
  Closing reading featuring Max Garland (2014 Wisconsin Poet Laureate)
  Keynote Presentation: David Orr

David Orr is “Counselor to the President” at Oberlin College and the Steven A. Minter fellow 
at the Cleveland Foundation. He is the author of seven books, including Down to the Wire: 
Confronting Climate Collapse and co-editor of three others. In the past twenty-five years, David has 
served as a board member or advisor to ten foundations and on the Boards of many organizations 
including the Rocky Mountain Institute and the Aldo Leopold Foundation. Currently, he is a 
Trustee of the Bioneers, Alliance for Sustainable Colorado, and the WorldWatch Institute. David 
has been awarded eight honorary degrees and a dozen other awards including a Lyndhurst Prize, a 
National Achievement Award from the National Wildlife Federation, leadership awards from the 
U.S. Green Building Council and from Second Nature. He is founder and Chair of the Board of 
The Oberlin Project and a founding editor of the journal Solutions.

Saturday, August 15 Empowering Thinking Communities
Concurrent Session Tracks

Engaging Thinking 
Communities 

Land Ethic  
Youth Education

Working Toward  
Land Health

The Science of Leopold 

The Art of Leopold

Room 8:30-8:45 8:45-9:00 9:00-9:15 9:15-9:30 9:30-9:45 9:45-10:00 10:00-10:15 10:15-10:30 10:30-10:45 10:45-11:00 11:00-11:15

A154                     Being Bridges: Uniting Factions for Conservation Interdisciplinary Land Ethics Conversations 

A153 When the Land Ethic Came to My Town /  
Building A Land Ethic in Turkey

The Burlington Roots of the Land Ethic
Fostering Support for Women Hunters in Wisconsin / 

Five Improvements to Private Lands Conservation

A18 Using the Land Ethic to Assess Conservation Attitudes
The Science of Motivating and  

Inspiring Stewardship
Wildlife Management and Structure in Wisconsin 

A118 Phenology and the Importance of Citizen Science Building Receptivity: The Future Talk Program 
Leopold and GLOBE (Global Learning and  
Observations to Benefit the Environment)

A156 Unplugging your Senses with “Eye”Messages Farm-Based Education: Taking it to the Field New Mexico’s Connection to Leopold’s Land Ethics

A155                 The Witness Tree Project and the Art of Engagement
Firelines: Prescribed Burns in Art and Text /  

“Un-captured by Language,” A Painter’s Perspective

A67 Leopold-Pine Island Important Bird Area
From Gravel Pit to City Park /  

The Return of the Ejido of the Rio Puerco, NM
Writing - There’s a Story Behind Every Bush /  

Poetry and the Stirring of an Ecological Conscience

A69                     Launching a Local Habitat Restoration Project
Cultivating and Engaging Leopoldian  

Land Stewards

“Nothing so 
important as 

an ethic is ever 
‘written.’ It  
evolves in 

the minds of 
a thinking 

community.” 
-Aldo Leopold 
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 8:30-10:00 Workshops

Being Bridges: Uniting Factions for Conservation  
Tovar Cerulli, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Karl Malcolm, U.S. Forest Service
Eighty-five years ago, Leopold emphasized that conservation 
was “one integral whole” requiring “harmonious cooperation 
between sportsmen and other conservationists.” Today, 
however, the conservation community is deeply divided. 
Despite fundamental overlaps in values, political tensions and 
mutual suspicions have shaped a fragmented landscape in 
which differences are exaggerated and similarities overlooked. 
To effectively meet the ecological and societal challenges of our 
time, the conservation endeavor must be reintegrated. In recent 
years, we have found ourselves acting as bridges between so-
called “consumptive” and “non-consumptive” environmentalists. 
Using our experiences as a starting point, we will initiate a 
conversation exploring the abundant opportunities for each of us 
to serve as bridges among factions.

The Witness Tree Project and the Art of Engagement 
Rebecca Power, Rebecca Power Images
John Steines, Expressionist Artist and Registered Nurse
Witness Tree is an ongoing community conversation that hosts 
events that integrate the languages of art, science, public policy, 
and personal decision-making as part of a more holistic dialog 
that is necessary for a sustainable future. This presentation will 
share some of the foundational principles of Witness Tree and 
how they relate to Leopold’s “Land Ethic”, illustrate how we 
have brought those concepts to life in art and conversation, and 
engage participants in a creative discussion about what “thinking 
communities” look like. Attendees will produce a collaborative 
work representing the group’s discussion. Participants are 
encouraged to bring their own small natural objects to add 
to the collaborative work. A selection of additional natural 
materials will also be provided.

Launching a Local Habitat Restoration Project  
Todd Persche, Baraboo Range Preservation Association
Spend some time outdoors on the UW-Baraboo/Sauk County 
campus exploring a current oak savanna restoration project. 
Learn how to identify potential projects in your community 
that can act as an incubator for furthering the land ethic. We 
will discuss how to involve diverse partners working toward 
strengthening public understanding of local land management 
for both human and natural communities. Participants will get 
a firsthand account on how to leverage cost effective measures 
that can grow into positive benefits for people renewing their 
connections to unique native landscapes and weaving green 
space into the fabric of more sustainable neighborhoods.

Saturday, August 15 Concurrent Session Descriptions 
8:30-9:15 Concurrent Sessions

When the Land Ethic Came to My Town
Maria Arnold, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service - NCTC
Building A Land Ethic In Turkey    
Ufuk Ozdag, Hacettepe University-Ankara

Presentation 1: Learn how one Land Ethic Leader alumna 
collaborated with others to introduce Leopold and the land ethic 
to her hometown within small groups, including a church book 
club and community Green Fire screenings and discussions. The 
presenter also held screenings and discussions in two venues 
at the Department of the Interior and will share insights on 
the importance of reflection among public land management 
agencies. We’ll discuss how participants might lead similar events 
and discussions in their own communities. Participants will 
take away a set of discussion guides, based on the Aldo Leopold 
Foundation’s online resources.  

Presentation 2: Learn about Hacettepe University’s newly 
established Land Ethic Center in Turkey. The Center, inspired 
by A Sand County Almanac and the Aldo Leopold Foundation’s 
illuminating guidance, started working with a mind-opening 
meeting. The executive and advisory board members quickly 
passed the introduction phase and agreed to ask the Ministry of 
Forestry and Water Affairs for a tract of worn-out land to serve 
as a model for land restoration. The second gathering was in 
Çamlıdere, a small town close to Ankara. The local leaders in 
town welcomed the idea and were eager to start working. We are 
very excited to see what is possible for land that has been used 
recklessly for thousands of years.

Using the Land Ethic to Assess Conservation Attitudes 
Meg Cross, University of Minnesota
This Human Dimensions of Wildlife research explores the 
application of Aldo Leopold’s “Land Ethic” concept to describe 
the attitudes of farmers in the Midwest towards engaging in 
conservation practices, specifically regarding their enrollment in 
Farm Bill conservation programs such as CRP, WRP, and ACEP. 
Understanding landowners’ attitudes toward these programs 
aids natural resource managers in the development of targeted 
information and education efforts, which ultimately results in 
positive outcomes for wildlife and water quality. We developed 
a novel Land Ethic Scale by using the writings of Leopold 
to guide the formation of survey items that describe farmers’ 
beliefs about the importance of knowledge, community, moral 
obligations, and business, all topics addressed in the land ethic. 
This work provides useful information about farmer motivations 
and benefits the design of long-term projects addressing 
environmental issues across the Midwest landscape.
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Phenology and the Importance of Citizen Science  
Stephanie Zaborac-Reed, Univ. of Washington/Miami University
What do the Celebrate Urban Birds Program, Mount 
Washington Observatory, and Nenana Ice Classic have 
in common? They encourage people anywhere to record 
observations of the natural world. Anyone can be a citizen 
scientist, taking a few minutes to record trees blooming or bees 
buzzing around the flowers. Phenology is an enjoyable activity 
done from doorstops, stoops, porches, backyards, and on walks, 
providing information for scientific studies on the impact 
changes in the environment have on plant and animal species 
in urban and wild settings. It gives people an opportunity to 
schedule personal time to decompress and connect with the 
natural world, even in urban settings. This presentation shows 
examples and shares thoughts on phenology and citizen science. 
Recording natural cycles in this effective and engaging discipline 
increases our bond with the natural world around us. What 
better place to start than your own neighborhood?

Unplugging Your Senses with “Eye”Messages 
Howard Knodle, Maine South High School
Mark Luthin, Belvidere North High School
Participants in this session will learn how to foster the 
development of a land ethic in their students. Having students 
search for photographic evidence of a theme found in nature 
will provide them opportunities to learn to love, respect and 
value their natural environment. Sample lessons, rubrics, and 
strategies will be shared along with student-generated projects 
and writings.

Leopold-Pine Island Important Bird Area  
Mike Mossman, WI Department of Natural Resources
The Leopold-Pine Island IBA is a 15,000-acre complex of 
native and altered habitats along the Wisconsin and Lower 
Baraboo Rivers. Here, partners use birds as a common currency 
to bring together its diverse public and private landowners to 
determine common goals, set management priorities, and effect 
conservation on the ground through research, partnership, 
perspective, and strategic action. We conducted a thorough, 
quantitative inventory of breeding birds and their habitats, 
linked birds to plant-animal communities and management 
actions, and identified priorities by applying regional and 
statewide bird conservation priorities to these data. This led 
to a strategic vision and property-specific objectives that 
accommodated existing property goals yet contribute to “a whole 
that is greater than the sum of its parts.” Active involvement and 
a common vision not only benefit partners, but are essential to 
the project as a whole.

9:30-10:15 Concurrent Sessions 

The Burlington Roots of the Land Ethic
Steve Brower, Leopold Landscape Alliance   
Leopold’s ‘esthetics and ethics’ approach to community grew 
from his childhood discoveries in the natural places surrounding 
his hometown in Burlington, Iowa. The approach also grew 
from his family’s interest in connecting the humanities to nature 
through the arts and literature. This grounding of culture in 
the landscape gave Aldo a head start on conservation. His 
early writings and later reflections on youthful feelings express 
the importance of nature to the human spirit and continued 
to stimulate his imagination during conservation challenges 
throughout his career. This program looks at how Leopold’s 
early perceptions about wild places set a pattern for life, and 
how the process of discovery can be used as a model for our own 
communities.  

The Science of Motivating and Inspiring Stewardship 
Tricia Knoot, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Of the many different techniques and tools that we have 
available to advance stewardship and restore land health, social 
science and evaluation approaches can help us understand, 
motivate, and inspire people towards active stewardship of the 
land and are a crucial addition to the toolbox. Drawing upon 
cases, such as the use of social science and evaluation in the 
Driftless Forest Network project, the presenter will highlight 
the ways in which we can develop a deeper understanding 
of how people connect to the land and to one another. This 
understanding can be thoughtfully and intentionally applied 
to the creation of effective partnerships and initiatives that 
contribute towards realizing Leopold’s vision.

Building Receptivity: The Future Talk Program 
Dana Livingston, Loras College
Erin O’Donovan, Loras College and Multicultural Family Center
Future Talk gets kids back into nature by providing meaningful 
work in natural areas for a stipend, an 8-week curriculum based 
on the Leopold Education Project, and a model for community 
engagement that sees our participants completing volunteer 
projects throughout our city. The model for building an 
individual and collective land ethic in the Future Talk crew are 
the stages of “outdoor recreation” from “Conservation Esthetic:” 
trophies, feelings of solitude in nature, fresh air and a change 
of scenery, perception, and stewardship. In the course of the 
program, all crew members experience the five stages repeatedly 
through the summer. We contribute to the “recreational 
development” of a segment of the citizenry, and we are doing 
so in a manner recommended by Leopold: “building receptivity 
into the still unlovely human mind.”



Leopold and GLOBE      
Anne Lewis, South Dakota Discovery Center
GLOBE (Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the 
Environment) is an international environmental systems moni-
toring project that engages students in collecting and reporting 
data about hydro-, pedo-, bio-, and atmospheres. This hands 
on, cross-curricular presentation will introduce participants to 
GLOBE and ways to connect monitoring with A Sand County 
Almanac and the Leopold Education Project.

New Mexico’s Connection to Leopold’s Land Ethics 
Yancey Ranspot, Rocky Mountain Research Station 
Leopold’s years working in New Mexico forged long-held 
connections to the land ethic in the Southwest that persist today. 
We continue to connect youth with Leopold’s concept of a land 
ethic in numerous ways, and this talk will share examples of 
programs and landscapes that draw upon Leopold’s legacy in the 
region and host educational programs for youth focused on self-
discovery. We’ll share information on a variety of sites including 
Mi Casita, the first home of Aldo and Estella Leopold in the 
Carson National Forest, the Gila Wilderness within the Gila 
National Forest, and the Aldo Leopold Wilderness area. We will 
also highlight programs offered by The New Mexico Wildlife 
Federation (NMWF), which was first formed in 1914 by Aldo 
Leopold and other sportsmen to promote conservation. Join us 
for a look into how we are bringing New Mexico youth closer to 
nature through observation, participation and reflection.

Writing - There’s a Story Behind Every Bush  
Ken Blomberg, Writer
Poetry and the Stirring of an Ecological Conscience 
Craig Milewski, Paul Smith’s College

Presentation 1: Leopold’s greatest gift was his ability to put 
words to paper. A Sand County Almanac speaks volumes about 
his writing talent, but his inspirational words and ideas can 
be found in many other locations - textbooks, field notes, 
newspaper and magazine articles, speeches, and letters. He 
was a master at communication with the public. To this 
day, his words still inspire thousands. This presentation will 
describe one writer’s 40-year journey inspired to a great extent 
by Leopold. For the past 30 years, the presenter has written 
a newspaper column called “Up the Creek”, which now also 
appears in the Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation’s magazine 
Rural Route. Keeping in mind “there’s a story behind every 
bush,” Ken will share how you can also spread Leopold’s land 
ethic with a nature column in your local newspaper.

Saturday, August 15 Concurrent Session Descriptions
Farm-Based Education: Taking it to the Field  
Peggy Eppig,  Maryland Agricultural Education Foundation 
Explore the idea of farms as outdoor, living classrooms that 
provide students with experiential, real-world opportunities to 
engage in conservation and environmental education. Farm-
based education is an emerging and highly effective means of 
teaching environmental and agricultural literacy. A variety of 
commercial and non-profit agricultural sites employ farm-based 
educators to facilitate thousands of school visits a year nationally. 
Learn how agriculture and the working landscape provide 
students, teachers, and school communities with a whole new 
take on the idea of ‘field trip!’

From Gravel Pit to City Park     
Erwin Klaas, Iowa State University
The Return of the Ejido of the Rio Puerco, NM  
Virginia Smith, The Rio Puerco Rangeland Trust

Presentation 1: Learn the story of Ada Hayden Heritage Park, 
where the presenter has been involved as a volunteer partner 
with the city of Ames, IA to plan, purchase, annex, and develop 
a 430-acre city park around a former sand and gravel mine 
within city limits. A deep 130-acre lake created by the mining 
operation has excellent water quality and is important to the city 
as a back-up drinking water supply during periods of drought. 
An urban fishery has been created. The land surrounding the 
lake is being restored to native prairie, wetlands, and savanna. 
Plants and animals were surveyed before the park was developed 
and surveys continue to document changes in populations of 
birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. A non-profit 
friends group organizes interpretive programs, assists in invasive 
species control, prairie plantings, and savanna restoration. 

Presentation 2: Valencia County, NM’s Rio Puerco land grants 
encompass a 125 square mile swath of rangelands that were 
subdivided and sold in the 1930s. Almost all of the land is 
degraded, a result of centuries of human-directed impact, but 
these fractured lands may soon become a model for place-based 
restoration. The community is working to re-aggregate 80,000 
acres and, through planned grazing and other land management 
techniques, reduce erosion and improve forage and wildlife 
habitat. This landscape will one day be a field laboratory for 
local students, a place where residents and visitors can enjoy 
recreational pursuits, and a home to a range-fed meat producing 
co-operative to deliver local food to the region. Traditional 
development approaches would push these lands into uses out of 
character with their rich history and ecology, but we are trying 
something different – rebuilding the landscape’s natural capital, 
and building a vibrant economy around it.

10:15-11:15 Concurrent Session

Firelines: Prescribed Burns in Art and Text   
Jill Metcoff, Jill Metcoff Photography
“Un-captured by Language,” A Painter’s Perspective 
Bethann Moran, University Of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Presentation 1: The theme of the presenter’s work is the transfor-
mation of the American landscape. Photographs of fire sweeping 
through land is her way of illustrating this idea. “Prescribed con-
trol burns” of forest, wetland, and prairie lead to regeneration 
of the landscape, a practice dating back to pre-European settle-
ment. It also encapsulates our yearning for better times when 
the land seemed less threatened by human intervention. With or 
without the human hand, the landscape is always changing; and 
it is this ephemeral and often mysterious split second of transfor-
mation that the presenter tries to capture.

Presentation 2: The presenter’s en-plein air paintings present 
images and ideas pertaining to observing and recording the 
natural world through paint. Her presentation will touch on the 
inherent value of observing nature and the benefits of looking 
carefully for a long time. In a culture that has shifted its image 
“storage” from being contained within the mind to varied 
devices, embodied experiences of nature, careful observation, 
and reflection are catalysts for appreciation and stimulants of 
wonder. These embodied outcomes both within and outside of 
what is spoken evoke Leopold’s ideas directly: “Our ability to 
perceive quality in nature begins, as in art, with the pretty. It 
expands through successive stages of the beautiful to values as yet 
un-captured by language.” 

10:30-11:15 Concurrent Sessions

Interdisciplinary Land Ethics Conversations  
Susan Jacobs, DePaul University
This session will introduce participants to an interdisciplinary 
course model developed for DePaul’s Freshman Honors 
Program. The course blends text, film, art, social media, and 
Chicago’s urban resources to teach students to research our 
urban biotic community, explore current arguments, and 
develop viable new arguments through traditional research 
papers, online portfolios, and other media based platforms. 
Other DePaul programs expose students to urban farming, 
farm-to-table food trends, and urban land use in relation to 
open space, but most students see these endeavors as short term 
physical/intellectual “field trips.” I hope to generate conversation 
about working with college students and faculty for long-term 
internalization of Leopold’s “Land Ethic” across the disciplines 
in the urban university setting.
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Fostering Support for Women Hunters in Wisconsin 
Emily Iehl, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Five Improvements to Private Lands Conservation 
Steve Swenson, Aldo Leopold Foundation 

Presentation 1: In conjunction with the modernization of 
the United States, research indicates a shift in values toward 
wildlife and the outdoors from utilitarian to mutualistic 
orientations. These shifts are co-occurring with a 30-year 
decline in hunter recruitment and retention, a phenomenon 
that conveys significant consequences to state agencies as they 
lose support for research, programs, and management strategies. 
Interestingly, women stand out as one of the only groups of 
hunters to consistently experience growth in numbers since the 
1980s. The Aldo Leopold Foundation has partnered with the 
University of Wisconsin and Wisconsin DNR to find strategies 
effective in further developing this upward trend. Nurturing the 
participation of women in hunting will contribute as part of a 
multi-pronged approach to increase hunter numbers, increase 
the conservation benefits of hunting, and help hunting culture 
evolve with our society’s changing views.

Presentation 2: Southwest Wisconsin’s Driftless Area is nearly 
half forested and capable of producing high-quality hardwoods 
under sustainable forest management. Over 90% of this 
forestland is privately owned. Sustainable forestry depends 
on individual landowner conviction and action served by 
the professional forestry community. The Driftless Forest 
Network (DFN), a consortium of public agencies, private 
organizations, and forestry-related contractors, developed 
My Wisconsin Woods to reach and sustain relationships with 
previously unengaged private landowners. Since 2011, DFN 
social marketing approaches tested the effectiveness of message, 
materials, communication channels, and promotions. DFN’s 
landowner database serves as fulcrum to understand test results, 
strategically implement future marketing campaigns, and 
track and trend landowner action. Three years of results have 
yielded positive lessons learned in tangibly reaching unengaged 
woodland owners.

Wildlife Management and Structure in Wisconsin  
Robert Boucher, Cedar Lakes Conservation Foundation
This presentation looks at how wolves and beavers effect the 
structure of wildlife in Wisconsin. Both species are keystone 
species that can have significant landscape impacts on habitat 
structure. Natural resource decisions regarding the “harvest” of 
these species has significant impacts on the landscape and the 
resulting biodiversity. This presentation using wildlife population 
data generated by the WDNR and other federal agencies looks 
at the expansive view of land that Leopold had versus the current 
policies and ethics practiced in Wisconsin.
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Saturday, August 15 Thursday Notes
Presentation 2: Navigating through a land of discontent, the 
validity of poetry as a transformational art form is re-discovered. 
After pondering Aldo Leopold’s “Land Ethic” and Gary Snyder’s 
description of poetry in Earth House Hold, a question emerged: 
How does a human reach into the origins of existence, engage 
“poetic processes”, and embody rare and powerful states of 
mind that are ultimately “captured” by a voice, language, and 
form that speak to the human condition and the stirring of 
an ecological conscience? This led to an exploration of poetic 
origins and processes, of direct experience and expression, and 
of the arrangement of self in an environment; guided by the 
works of poets and contemplatives. The presenter will share how 
this process was integrated into the experiential learning process 
of college students, stimulating a deeper exploration of their 
own stirrings and an emergence of a keener awareness of the 
conservation tasks before them.

Cultivating and Engaging Leopoldian Land Stewards 
Wendell Gilgert, Point Blue Conservation Science
One of the Point Blue Conservation Science’s Rangeland 
Watershed Initiative (RWI) goals is to cultivate and encourage 
Leopoldian Land Stewards on the ranches they manage and 
operate. In order to provide a framework for our RWI Partner 
Biologists to work from, we have developed a set of attributes 
by which a land steward can be identified, with the help of the 
Aldo Leopold Foundation Land Ethic Leader Program. We 
identified a series of ways to engage, cultivate, and encourage 
land stewardship with the ranchers, partners, and collaborators 
with whom we work. This presentation will provide an overview 
and some early success stories related to both the attributes of a 
Leopoldian Land Steward and how to effectively cultivate and 
engage them.

“A thing is right when it tends 
to preserve the integrity, 

stability, and beauty of the 
biotic community. It is wrong 

when it tends otherwise.”
-Aldo Leopold 
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“The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to 
include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: the land.”

-Aldo Leopold 

Building a Land Ethic 2015


